Today's campus

Eager Bears

It seems everyone is anxious to receive a glimpse of the new Science building that is scheduled to be completed by the end of the semester. The building will be dedicated to the memory of the late Professor John Brown, who made many contributions to the field of education.

RAF, AAH Hit Nazi Airfield in France

LONDON, April 14 (AP) - RAF Mosquitoes bombarded Berlin last night probably with threecterize and American Thunderbolt fighter-bombers to target the third step of the visitors at a major airport in the Rhineland. The bomber attack came a day after a similar attack by Allied air forces on an airport in the Rhineland.

The Mosquito and Thunderbolt raids from Britain last night were made against relatively minor targets, participating in a vast Allied invasion from the east.

The Mosquito and Thunderbolt raids from Britain last night were made against relatively minor targets, participating in a vast Allied invasion from the east.

English Critic to Speak on Literary Men

Burges Johnson, well known American writer and literary critic, is coming to Michigan State College to speak on "Literary Men." The lecture will be held on April 18 in the ... The program is sponsored by the Michigan State College English Department.

American Writers on Their Works

The American Writers series continues this week with two lectures on the works of American writers. The first lecture will be given by A. E. Hotchner, author of "The Best of American Literature," and the second by Allan Nevins, historian and author of "Theodore Roosevelt." The lectures will be held in the Auditorium of the State College of Education.

German Film on "The Best of American Literature"

The German Film Station will present a special screening of "The Best of American Literature," a film produced by the German Film Association, on April 15. The film will be shown in the Auditorium of the State College of Education at 8 p.m.

Total of 36 Enemy Planes Downed in Hungarian Airfield, Plants

ALIENED HQ, NAPLES-March 14 (AP)-Allied ground forces yesterday downed 36 enemy planes stationed in the Rhineland. The planes were attacked by Hawker Typhoons, Spitfires, and other fighter-bombers, headquarters announced.

Although the Allied forces are well ahead of the Axis, there are still a number of enemy planes in the Rhineland. The attack was carried out by Hawker Typhoons, Spitfires, and other fighter-bombers, headquarters announced.

Today's Series Film to Portray Undersea Life

The Series Film of the week on "The Best of American Literature," a film produced by the German Film Association, will be shown in the Auditorium of the State College of Education at 8 p.m.

Films Series Film to Portray Undersea Life

Today's Series Film will be a special presentation of "The Best of American Literature," a film produced by the German Film Association, in the Auditorium of the State College of Education.
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Final Marriage Lecture Scheduled

Last of the series of post-military service lectures for the first semester this annual marriage lecture program, sponsored by the Division of Religion and Christian Education, will be given on Sunday, May 5th, by Dr. Robert Foster of the Merrill-Palmer school in Detroit, according to Chairman Marge Jehle, Detroit.

Foster, who addressed the first group on wartime marriages last Thursday, will lecture on the adjustments of the first year of marriage service.

LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR:

T he new policy of this paper will be to allow letters to the Editor signed by teachers and students of the school. This policy is being put into effect as a result of the recent storm of criticism that has been directed at the school. The policy will be enforced, and any letters that are not signed will be returned to the author.

Dr. Harold L. Brown, superintendent of the school, gave a statement on the matter, saying that the policy is a necessary step in the running of the school. He further stated that the letters will be read by the editor before they are printed, and that he will not print any letters that are not in accordance with the school's policy.

The weekly letters column will be opened on Tuesday, and the letters will be due by Thursday.

The letters column will be a place for students and teachers to express their opinions on various matters, and it will be a way for them to communicate with the school and the community.

Sincerely yours,

D. L. WILSON

THE EDITOR.
Spartans at War

BY JOHN HICKET

Vernon (Bad) Fairbanks, Detroit, who left State last spring with the ERG, is now stationed with the industry unit at Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.

James Steneker, 42, is a newly commissioned warrant officer in the coast artillery. He was commissioned last week-end at El Paso, Texas.

Two former Spartans, A Raymond Mayer and A S Alward, both of Detroit are now stationed with Navy V-12 at Chicago, Ill.

Set. Walter V. MacArthur, 42, is in the Army Transport Command. While in school Ill trained with the CPT and now is flying transports from Brazil to the Explorers' training camp in the Panama Canal Zone. Mrs. Dorothy Bond Bagg, whose husband, Benny Bagg, 31, a wrestling star, is reported missing, has been commissioned an ensign in the WAVES at the naval reserve midshipmen's school, Northampton, Mass. While at State Benny Bagg was a member of the Phi Chi Omega, Tau Sigma, Nook and Nocked. Bagg has been promoted to the rank of captain to major. Knight is in the intelligence section at Ft. DuPont, Del.

Lt. Max O. Busboom has reported to Casablanca, N. Mex., army air field where he will receive advanced flight training in bombardment and navigation.

Pvt. Dave Luton, East Lansing 45, who was stationed with the ASTP at University of North Carolina in Durham, has changed his address. He is now at Camp Peckott, Va. with a field artillery battn.

Erie, Ill. Gates, Detroit, has made a report in the field of house furniture with the Steel Furniture Company, 1780 S. State St. Durham, among other things.

Robert Currier, St. Clair, was made a corporal in the field of house furniture with the Steel Furniture Company, 1780 S. State St. Durham, among other things.

John Raffel, Detroit, has been commissioned an ensign in the WAVES at the naval reserve midshipmen's school, Northampton, Mass. While at State Benny Bagg was a member of the Phi Chi Omega, Tau Sigma, Nook and Nocked. Bagg has been promoted to the rank of captain to major. Knight is in the intelligence section at Ft. DuPont, Del.
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Erie, Ill. Gates, Detroit, has made a report in the field of house furniture with the Steel Furniture Company, 1780 S. State St. Durham, among other things.

Robert Currier, St. Clair, was made a corporal in the field of house furniture with the Steel Furniture Company, 1780 S. State St. Durham, among other things.
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Franky Dance, Tea Also Scheduled

Mayo Manuevers, the open house to be held at East Mary, Friday night, from 9 to 12, will carry out a South American theme, Chairman Virginia Ede, Detroit freshman, has announced. Everyone on campus is invited to this dance.

Entertainment will include folklore telling and pig pong. The main features of the evening will be a floor show which includes dances by Jacki Bullen, Jackson sophomore, and Four Flats, a quartet of students. Group Singing, led by Virginia Ede, will also be present, and Joyce Searcy, Detroit freshman, will open the dance.

The Union board dance in the Union ballroom tonight is also on the list of social activities for the weekend. Rosemary Holland and her all-girls orchestra will furnish music for the dance from 8 to 12. Tickets are on sale at the Union desk and at the public relations office in Abbott hall. The dance is open to all students and will be held in the Auditorium.

Athletic Director Books Missouri for Fall Football

M.B.C.'s first gridiron contest has been scheduled for next fall with the looking of Missouri at Columbia, Mo., on Saturday, Nov. 4. Ralph Bessey, athletic director, has reported.

This is the first definite action taken for next fall's football season last week voted to resume intercollegiate sports on July 1. The intercollegiate program was dropped last August when any induction depleted books of Spartan athletes.

State is at a disadvantage since most other colleges had schedules completed, but Bessey is confident that his options with a number of schools will produce a fall football program in State in its intercollegiate competition next fall.

No games, however, will be against a college having a navy or marine personnel for the head coach, a violation of the faculty action approving the regulations.

Charlie Bachman, head football coach, will be working with strict dietary material, since there are no varsity men left on campus. But he is optimistic about his door. He said: "We hope to have as good a civilian team as our opponents."

LETTERS

(Continued from Page 3) Fonsion of scientific terms in "goop" in Thursday's "Today's Campus" column, which began: "Novel genus of the species Homo sapiens..."

Furthermore, even if the statement were correct to read "Novel genus of the species Homo sapiens" it still would be in error. In identifying an animal or animal group there are three headings under which it may be classified, beginning with "knight" and "pliny" and ending with "species". "Genus" is a larger group than "species". "Species" is separate, and then divisions and sub-divisions between "species" in the classification. In other words, the animal may belong to genus "Homo" and not be species sapiens. To be scientifically identified the statement should read: "Novel genus of the species Homo sapiens..."
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